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Abstract: Timely inspection of bridge is critical to stall deterioration and prevent its failure. In remote areas and developing countries, inspection resources are not
available resulting in low or no regular inspection. A low-cost and scalable method is needed. Structure-from-Motion technique with consumer-grade camera to
generate 3D dense point clouds (DSfM) can be a suitable solution. This study aims to answer whether DSfM is capable of assessing bridge tower inclination in
actual field application. 3-steps processing were proposed: 1) DSfM reconstruction, 2) Change detection between DSfM and 3D blueprint, and 3) Edge extraction to
minimize noise. Results were compared with measurement from terrestrial laser scanner (TLS) and a provided Finite Element Model (FEM) analysis. DSfM can
capture structure's geometry and provide displacement trends with RMSE under 3.2cm. Accuracy of DSfM method was shown to be impacted by registration errors.
Centimeter level of accuracy may be applicable for initial screening to further allocate advance resources. Accuracy improvement is subjected for future study.
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Twantay Suspension Bridge
Towers incline toward deck, no
direct check & limited resources.

Inclination Results
• Highest change from South tower in y-axis
• Facets (x-direction), larger than blueprint as height increases
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2.3 Edge Extraction
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Sparse point cloud created from 2D images
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• Error from registration (ICP) can mislead the result (south tower)  target
• Discrepancy between blueprint drawing and as-built condition impact the
v
outcome  time-series with multiple epoch
• Higher camera model (require training for operator) should be tested
• Integration with multiple sensors (TLS + DSfM) and identifying appropriate
application should be studied
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4. DISCUSSION & FUTURE WORK
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